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Analysis of 17 AGNs in radio, optical and X-ray
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we present the results of the analysis of a set of 17 sources extracted
from the SDSS database to span uniformely a wide range in optical [OIII] and Radio
luminosity but mantening a very similar mass (! 108M!) and a redshift of 0.06 <
z < 0.11. For these sources we measured X-ray emission with the Chandra Satellite
and the Radio emission in two bands (4 and 8 GHz) with the VLA. Optical spectral
information are extracted from the SDSS catalog. We analysed X-ray - [OIII] and
X-ray - Radio planes together with the broadband spectral indexes and we found that
all sources classified as Low Excitation Galaxies have a behaviour compatible with
X-ray radiation emitted from the jets bases. This is in accord with what found by
other authors who derived similar relations for Low Luminosities AGNs. Furthermore,
there are signal for the presence of an oscuring structure in the X-Ray data even at
this very low luminosities.

Key words: [TBW]

1 INTRODUCTION

[TBW]

Optical spectroscopic information plays a major role in
understanding emission properties of central engine of radio
galaxies. A first classification was made by Heckman,T.M.
(1980) and Baldwin et al. (1981), they proposed to use opti-
cal lines ratios to distinguish between H II regions ionized by
star forming activities and regions ionized by AGNs. Some
years later Veilleux & Osterbrock (1987) revised these def-
initions using only ratios of lines with a small separation
in wavelenght, in order to reduce the reddening problem
and the impact of flux calibration errors. They introduced
these lines combinations: [O III]!5007/H", [N II]!6583/H#,
[S II]!!6716, 6731/H# and [O I]!6364/H#. The separation
between AGN and H II regions was finally calibrated by
Kewley et al. (2001) and again by Kewley et al. (2006) us-
ing ! 85 000 emission line galaxies from the SDSS catalog.
The found that Seyfert and LINERs occupy di!erent places
in the dignostic diagrams.

Further attempt to make use of these dignostic dia-
grams focusing on radio laud galaxies was performed by
Laing,R.A. et al. (1994) on a sub-sample of 3CR radio-
galaxies. Following Hine,R.G. & Longair,M.S. (1979) sug-
gestion that FRII sources can be divided into two sub-
classes, they separated their sample in high excitation galax-
ies (HEG, defined as galaxies with [O III]/H# > 0.2 and
equivalent with of [O III] > 3Å) and low excitation galaxies

(LEG). Furthermore, Tadhunter et al. (1998) found similar
results on a sample extracted from the 2Jy catalog, where
a subclass of Weak-Line Radio Galaxies ([OIII] equivalent
width < 10Å) shows a low emission line to radio luminosities
ratio.

It became clear that quasars and high-power narrow line
radio galaxies (high excitation galaxies) were likely to be the
same population, seen at di!erent orientation. While, low
power radio galaxies (low excitation galaxies) could form the
parent population of the lineless BL-Lac objects. Recently
some studies [cit. needed] proposed that LEG lack any of the
conventional apparatus of the AGNs (i.e. radiatively e"cient
accretion disk, X-ray corona and obscuring torus) and that
their radio and X-ray nuclear emission can be explained as
a result of the properties of the small-scale jet.

[TBW]

2 SAMPLE SELECTION

The sample used for our analysis is extracted from 2712
radio luminous type 2 AGN (Best et al. 2005) contained in
the 212000 galaxies of the second data release of the SDSS.
From this sample we selected 17 objects with the following
specications:

• The black hole mass, derived from velocity dispersion
measurements of each galaxy, was constrained to lie in the
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we present the results of the analysis of a set of 17 sources extracted
from the SDSS database to span uniformely a wide range in optical [OIII] and Radio
luminosity but mantening a very similar mass (! 108M!) and a redshift of 0.06 <
z < 0.11. For these sources we measured X-ray emission with the Chandra Satellite
and the Radio emission in two bands (4 and 8 GHz) with the VLA. Optical spectral
information are extracted from the SDSS catalog. We analysed X-ray - [OIII] and
X-ray - Radio planes together with the broadband spectral indexes and we found that
all sources classified as Low Excitation Galaxies have a behaviour compatible with
X-ray radiation emitted from the jets bases. This is in accord with what found by
other authors who derived similar relations for Low Luminosities AGNs. Furthermore,
there are signal for the presence of an oscuring structure in the X-Ray data even at
this very low luminosities.

Key words: [TBW]

1 INTRODUCTION

[TBW]

Optical spectroscopic information plays a major role in
understanding emission properties of central engine of radio
galaxies. A first classification was made by Heckman,T.M.
(1980) and Baldwin et al. (1981), they proposed to use opti-
cal lines ratios to distinguish between H II regions ionized by
star forming activities and regions ionized by AGNs. Some
years later Veilleux & Osterbrock (1987) revised these def-
initions using only ratios of lines with a small separation
in wavelenght, in order to reduce the reddening problem
and the impact of flux calibration errors. They introduced
these lines combinations: [O III]!5007/H", [N II]!6583/H#,
[S II]!!6716, 6731/H# and [O I]!6364/H#. The separation
between AGN and H II regions was finally calibrated by
Kewley et al. (2001) and again by Kewley et al. (2006) us-
ing ! 85 000 emission line galaxies from the SDSS catalog.
The found that Seyfert and LINERs occupy di!erent places
in the dignostic diagrams.

Further attempt to make use of these dignostic dia-
grams focusing on radio laud galaxies was performed by
Laing,R.A. et al. (1994) on a sub-sample of 3CR radio-
galaxies. Following Hine,R.G. & Longair,M.S. (1979) sug-
gestion that FRII sources can be divided into two sub-
classes, they separated their sample in high excitation galax-
ies (HEG, defined as galaxies with [O III]/H# > 0.2 and
equivalent with of [O III] > 3Å) and low excitation galaxies

(LEG). Furthermore, Tadhunter et al. (1998) found similar
results on a sample extracted from the 2Jy catalog, where
a subclass of Weak-Line Radio Galaxies ([OIII] equivalent
width < 10Å) shows a low emission line to radio luminosities
ratio.

It became clear that quasars and high-power narrow line
radio galaxies (high excitation galaxies) were likely to be the
same population, seen at di!erent orientation. While, low
power radio galaxies (low excitation galaxies) could form the
parent population of the lineless BL-Lac objects. Recently
some studies [cit. needed] proposed that LEG lack any of the
conventional apparatus of the AGNs (i.e. radiatively e"cient
accretion disk, X-ray corona and obscuring torus) and that
their radio and X-ray nuclear emission can be explained as
a result of the properties of the small-scale jet.

[TBW]

2 SAMPLE SELECTION

The sample used for our analysis is extracted from 2712
radio luminous type 2 AGN (Best et al. 2005) contained in
the 212000 galaxies of the second data release of the SDSS.
From this sample we selected 17 objects with the following
specications:

• The black hole mass, derived from velocity dispersion
measurements of each galaxy, was constrained to lie in the
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The LOFAR Cluster

$ showsub
This script shows the subcluster definitions
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The Cluster Environment
• Use the (t)csh
• Use package to set the environment
• Set .mypackages file

Chap. I: The LOFAR Cluster

Package Description Initialize
Update 

frequency
Comments

Casa
Browser, viewer, 
plotms, casapy 

use Casa infrequent
NRAO 

development

GDL Gnu data language use GDL infrequent Contains:
GDL, GSL, PLPlot

LofIm Lofar Imaging use LofIm daily
Contains:

casacore, casarest, pyrap, 
LOFAR, ASKAPsoft

LUS
(LOFAR User Software)

USG DAL and 
Pulsar tools

use LUS daily Provided by USG

$ use <package name>
$ use LofIm <day>
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The Cluster Environment
• Use the (t)csh
• Use package to set the environment
• Set .mypackages file

Chap. I: The LOFAR Cluster

$ use <package name>
$ use LofIm <day>

Follow cookbook chap. 1.3

Package Description Initialize
Update 

frequency
Comments

Casa
Browser, viewer, 
plotms, casapy 

use Casa infrequent
NRAO 

development

GDL Gnu data language use GDL infrequent Contains:
GDL, GSL, PLPlot

LofIm Lofar Imaging use LofIm daily
Contains:

casacore, casarest, pyrap, 
LOFAR, ASKAPsoft

LUS
(LOFAR User Software)

USG DAL and 
Pulsar tools

use LUS daily Provided by USG
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II. Lofar Data

Cookbook chap. 2
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The LOFAR Measurement Set (.MS)
Chap. II: LOFAR Data File

• Directory (not file)
• Table System
• Each row is a data

ANTENNA1 First antenna in baseline

ANTENNA2 Second antenna in baseline

FIELD_ID Field (source no.) identification

TIME Integration midpoint time

UVW UVW coordinates

FLAG cumulative data flags

WEIGHT weight for a row

DATA complex visibility data matrix

MODEL_DATA visibility for the model

CORRECTED_DATA data after calibration
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Looking inside a data file
Chap. II: LOFAR Data File

Data is divided in frequency (one MS ∀ sub-band): SB###.MS
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Looking inside a data file
Chap. II: LOFAR Data File

Data is divided in frequency (one MS ∀ sub-band): SB###.MS

How the data 
look like?

Casabrowser
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Looking inside a data file
Chap. II: LOFAR Data File

Which average has 
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frequency has 
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Data is divided in frequency (one MS ∀ sub-band): SB###.MS

How the data 
look like?
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Looking inside a data file
Chap. II: LOFAR Data File

$ msinfo SB111.MS
Summary of UV data for SB111.MS
      # of visibilities:       1809456
      # of flagged vis.:       653140
      Phase center:            +19:59:28.4, +40:44:02.1
      Frequency range (MHz):   148.340  --  148.535
      Wavelength range (m):    2021  --  2.018
      Observation time span:   2010-09-11T17:00:00 -- 2010-09-11T22:59:58
      Duration (hrs):          6.00
      time bin / integration:  3.01990
      # of channels:           256
      channel width (KHz):     0.8
      # of polarizations:      4
      # of antennas:           22

Which average has 
been performed on 

my data?

Which 
frequency has 

this SB?

Data is divided in frequency (one MS ∀ sub-band): SB###.MS

How the data 
look like?

Which antenna 
were included in 
this observation?
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Looking inside a data file
Chap. II: LOFAR Data File

$ msinfo SB111.MS
Summary of UV data for SB111.MS
      # of visibilities:       1809456
      # of flagged vis.:       653140
      Phase center:            +19:59:28.4, +40:44:02.1
      Frequency range (MHz):   148.340  --  148.535
      Wavelength range (m):    2021  --  2.018
      Observation time span:   2010-09-11T17:00:00 -- 2010-09-11T22:59:58
      Duration (hrs):          6.00
      time bin / integration:  3.01990
      # of channels:           256
      channel width (KHz):     0.8
      # of polarizations:      4
      # of antennas:           22

Which average has 
been performed on 

my data?

Which 
frequency has 

this SB?

Data is divided in frequency (one MS ∀ sub-band): SB###.MS

How the data 
look like?

I want to see 

some plots!

Which antenna 
were included in 
this observation?

What was 
the 

elevation of 
the source?

Are my data 
full of RFI?
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III. Lofar Pipeline

Cookbook chap. 4

MWImagerBBSNDPPP Extractor

UVPLOT
CASAPLOTMS
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III. Lofar Pipeline

Cookbook chap. 4

MWImagerBBSNDPPP Extractor

Data inspection!

UVPLOT
CASAPLOTMS
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Chap. III: LOFAR Pipeline

NDPPP (New Default Pre-Processing Pipeline): Flagging and squashing!

Time
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Chap. III: LOFAR Pipeline

NDPPP (New Default Pre-Processing Pipeline): Flagging and squashing!
Specify parameters in a NDPPP.parset file:

msin = SB111.MS
msin.datacolumn = DATA
msin.startchan = 8
msin.nchan = 240

msout = "SB111_DPPP.MS"
msout.datacolumn = DATA

steps = [preflag,flag1,avg1,flag2,avg2,count]

avg1.type = squash
avg1.freqstep = 240

flag2.type=madflagger
flag2.threshold=3
flag2.timewindow=51

avg2.type = squash
avg2.timestep = 5

preflag.type=preflagger
preflag.corrtype=auto

flag1.type=madflagger
flag1.threshold=4
flag1.freqwindow=31
flag1.timewindow=5
flag1.correlations=[0,3]

$ NDPPP NDPPP.parset
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Chap. III: LOFAR Pipeline

NDPPP (New Default Pre-Processing Pipeline): Flagging and squashing!
Specify parameters in a NDPPP.parset file:

msin = SB111.MS
msin.datacolumn = DATA
msin.startchan = 8
msin.nchan = 240

msout = "SB111_DPPP.MS"
msout.datacolumn = DATA

steps = [preflag,flag1,avg1,flag2,avg2,count]

avg1.type = squash
avg1.freqstep = 240

flag2.type=madflagger
flag2.threshold=3
flag2.timewindow=51

avg2.type = squash
avg2.timestep = 5

preflag.type=preflagger
preflag.corrtype=auto

flag1.type=madflagger
flag1.threshold=4
flag1.freqwindow=31
flag1.timewindow=5
flag1.correlations=[0,3]

Time, baseline, elevation, 
azimuth, uv-distance, channel, 
frequency, amplitude, phase, 
real, and imaginary.

$ NDPPP NDPPP.parset
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RFIconsole, a new flagger 
from: André Offringa

(offringa@astro.rug.nl)
-in the cookbook from v3.1-

Chap. III: LOFAR Pipeline

NDPPP (+RFIconsole): Flagging and squashing!
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RFIconsole, a new flagger 
from: André Offringa

(offringa@astro.rug.nl)
-in the cookbook from v3.1-

Chap. III: LOFAR Pipeline

NDPPP (+RFIconsole): Flagging and squashing!

DPPP
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Chap. III: LOFAR Pipeline

NDPPP (+RFIconsole): Flagging and squashing!

Broadband
Line
Other
Total

(courtesy André Offringa)

LBA
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Chap. III: LOFAR Pipeline

NDPPP (+RFIconsole): Flagging and squashing!

Broadband
Line
Other
Total

(courtesy André Offringa)

LBA

HBA
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III. Lofar Pipeline

Cookbook chap. 5

MWImagerBBSNDPPP Extractor
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(courtesy J. van Zwieten)

Chap. III: LOFAR Pipeline

BBS (BlackBoard Selfcal): Calibrating!
• Calibration (also directional)
• Source subtraction
• Model data creation
• Ionosphere and beam corrections
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Chap. III: LOFAR Pipeline

BBS (BlackBoard Selfcal): Calibrating!

Clusterdesc: Describes the layout of the cluster nodes

VDS file: Describe content and location of the MS files

$ makevds sub1.clusterdesc <MS file>
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Chap. III: LOFAR Pipeline

BBS (BlackBoard Selfcal): Calibrating!

Clusterdesc: Describes the layout of the cluster nodes

VDS file: Describe content and location of the MS files

GDS file: Describe location of all the VDS files

$ makevds sub1.clusterdesc <MS file>

$ combinevds <output file>.gds <vds file 1> [<vds file 2> ...]
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$ calibrate -f --key test --cluster-desc sub1.clusterdesc

--db ldb001 --db-user postgres <global gds file>

bbs.parset bbs.skymodel <directory>

Chap. III: LOFAR Pipeline

BBS (BlackBoard Selfcal): Calibrating!

Clusterdesc: Describes the layout of the cluster nodes

VDS file: Describe content and location of the MS files

GDS file: Describe location of all the VDS files
BBS parameters

$ makevds sub1.clusterdesc <MS file>

$ combinevds <output file>.gds <vds file 1> [<vds file 2> ...]
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$ calibrate -f --key test --cluster-desc sub1.clusterdesc

--db ldb001 --db-user postgres <global gds file>

bbs.parset bbs.skymodel <directory>

Chap. III: LOFAR Pipeline

BBS (BlackBoard Selfcal): Calibrating!

Clusterdesc: Describes the layout of the cluster nodes

VDS file: Describe content and location of the MS files

GDS file: Describe location of all the VDS files
BBS parameters

parameters
file

(Cookbook chap. 5.3)

sky
model

working
directory

$ makevds sub1.clusterdesc <MS file>

$ combinevds <output file>.gds <vds file 1> [<vds file 2> ...]

database
info

GDS file

cluster
description file

session
name
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$ calibrate -f --key test --cluster-desc sub1.clusterdesc

--db ldb001 --db-user postgres <global gds file>

bbs.parset bbs.skymodel <directory>

# (Name, Type, Ra, Dec, I, Q, U, V, ReferenceFrequency=’55.468e6’, \
SpectralIndexDegree=’0’, SpectralIndex:0=’0.0’, SpectralIndex:1=’0.0’, \
MajorAxis, MinorAxis, Orientation) = format

CygA.E, POINT, 19:59:31.60000, +40.43.48.3000, 1.25
CygA.W, POINT, 19:59:25.00000, +40.44.15.7000, 1.0

Chap. III: LOFAR Pipeline

BBS (BlackBoard Selfcal): Calibrating!

parameters
file

(Cookbook chap. 5.3)

sky
model

working
directory

$ makevds sub1.clusterdesc <MS file>

$ combinevds <output file>.gds <vds file 1> [<vds file 2> ...]

database
info

GDS file

cluster
description file

session
name
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Chap. III: LOFAR Pipeline

BBS (BlackBoard Selfcal): Calibrating!

$ parmdbplot.py SB111.MS/instrument/
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Chap. III: LOFAR Pipeline

BBS (BlackBoard Selfcal): Calibrating!

$ parmdbplot.py SB111.MS/instrument/

parmdbplot
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III. Lofar Pipeline

Cookbook chap. 5

MWImagerBBSNDPPP Extractor
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III. Lofar Pipeline

Cookbook chap. 5

MWImagerBBSNDPPP Extractor

Data inspection!
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III. Lofar Pipeline

Cookbook chap. 5

MWImagerBBSNDPPP Extractor

Data inspection!casaplotms
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III. Lofar Pipeline

Cookbook chap. 5

MWImagerBBSNDPPP Extractor

Data inspection!casaplotms
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Chap. III: LOFAR Pipeline

MWImager (Master-Worker Imager): Imaging!

MWimager is a wrapper for:

• cimager: developed for ASKAP and LOFAR observations

• lwimager: using CASA imaging libraries

• imaging from the DATA, MODEL DATA, or CORRECTED DATA column 
• imaging individual channels 
• multi-frequency synthesis 
• imaging of all Stokes
• wide-field imaging using facets or W-projection (or combination)
• deconvolution (though not all clean algorithms are supported by both 

imagers).
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Chap. III: LOFAR Pipeline

MWImager (Master-Worker Imager): Imaging!

MWimager is a wrapper for:

• cimager: developed for ASKAP and LOFAR observations

• lwimager: using CASA imaging libraries

• imaging from the DATA, MODEL DATA, or CORRECTED DATA column 
• imaging individual channels 
• multi-frequency synthesis 
• imaging of all Stokes
• wide-field imaging using facets or W-projection (or combination)
• deconvolution (though not all clean algorithms are supported by both 

imagers).

$ mwimager mwimager.parset sub1.clusterdesc
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Chap. III: LOFAR Pipeline

MWImager (Master-Worker Imager): Imaging!

MWimager is a wrapper for:
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• imaging of all Stokes
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$ mwimager mwimager.parset sub1.clusterdesc

cluster
description file

parameters
file

(Cookbook chap. 6.2)
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Chap. III: LOFAR Pipeline

MWImager (Master-Worker Imager): Imaging!

MWimager is a wrapper for:

• cimager: developed for ASKAP and LOFAR observations

• lwimager: using CASA imaging libraries

• imaging from the DATA, MODEL DATA, or CORRECTED DATA column 
• imaging individual channels 
• multi-frequency synthesis 
• imaging of all Stokes
• wide-field imaging using facets or W-projection (or combination)
• deconvolution (though not all clean algorithms are supported by both 

imagers).

$ mwimager mwimager.parset sub1.clusterdesc

cluster
description file

parameters
file

(Cookbook chap. 6.2)

$ casaviewer
$ image2fits in=<input image> out=<output image>
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The End

Official download page:
www.mpa-garching.mpg.de/~fdg/LOFAR_cookbook/

Last version: 3.0 - 22/07/2010
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